Abstract—After a stroke abnormal joint coordination of the arm may limit functional movement and recovery. To aid in training inter-joint movement coordination a haptic guidance method for functional driven rehabilitation after stroke called Time Independent Functional Training (TIFT) has been developed for the ARMin III robot. The mode helps retraining inter-joint coordination during functional movements, such as putting an object on a shelf, pouring from a pitcher, and sorting objects into bins. A single chronic stroke subject was tested for validation of the modality. The subject was given 1.5 hrs of robotic therapy twice a week for 4 weeks. The therapy and the results of training the single stroke subject are discussed. The subject showed a decrease in training joint error for the sorting task across training sessions and increased self-selected movement time in training. In kinematic reaching analysis the subject showed improvements in range of motion and joint coordination in a reaching task, as well as improvements in supination-pronation range of motion at the wrist.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Abnormal coordination is commonly observed in hemiparetic arm movements after stroke, often due to abnormal muscle synergies, weakness, and spasticity [1]. This can be very disruptive to function in activities of daily life. For example reach to grasp movements, like manipulating an object on a shelf, are often disrupted by the abnormal muscle synergy of simultaneous shoulder elevation and elbow flexion [2,3]. Stroke victims may overcome these deficits through the reliance on compensation patterns, such as excessive trunk movement, for functional activities but studies have suggested that therapy interventions focused on compensation may limit functional recovery [4, 5]. Recovery of proper joint coordination is possible with a focused intervention [5] and may aid in real world use of the limb in activities of daily living [6].

The use of robotic devices to treat upper limb movement deficits is becoming increasingly accepted. Although meta-analysis and systematic review of robotic therapy studies have shown significant increases in strength and range of motion, there were no overall advantages of using robots in recovery of activities of daily living (ADL) ability [7-9]. At the same time a recent multi-site clinical trial of several upper limb robots found robots to be comparable to dose-matched conventional therapy, but superior to usual and customary care in motor function scales at the 36-week follow-up time point [10]. These mixed results motivate further analysis of these robotic approaches as well as new untested approaches to maximize restoration of ability in activities of daily living.

The field of robotic devices for rehabilitation is very diverse mechanically, ranging from a focus on robots for single arm joint training [11, 12], to arm end point based robots, and full arm exoskeletons [13]. Control methods for these robots during therapy have been equally diverse. Although rehabilitation robots have moved away from passive movement therapy due to studies showing the necessity of subject engagement [14], the type and quantity of assistance that should be provide is still debatable. Since subject ability is often very low it becomes difficult to ensure successful completion of the task without the robot doing all the work. Adaptive control algorithms for the constraint and assistance provided by the robot have also been developed [15] to minimize guidance, since excessive assistance may impair task learning [16]. Some groups have used end point tunnels to provide minimal guidance through the desired movement [17-19]. However, end point paths do not necessarily insure proper joint coordination through the trained movement, and in many cases allow use of compensatory strategies.

We have developed a robotic intervention for arm rehabilitation that specifically targets impaired inter-joint coordination by requiring active patient participation in coordinating multiple joints similar to a recently reported training mode developed for gait training [20]. We implemented this training mode in the ARMin III exoskeleton [21], which can apply torques directly to each of the 6 DOF of the arm (3 shoulder torques, elbow flexion-extension, supination-pronation, wrist flexion-extension). The HandSOME device was attached for passive tone compensation of the hand allowing for real world or virtual object grasp training [22]. The following paper describes the therapy program designed for functional, patient initiated training. The Time Independent Functional Training (TIFT) modality is discussed and results are presented from a single
chronic stroke subject trained across approximately 4 weeks with 1.5 hour sessions delivered twice a week.

TIFT allows the patient to learn the desired movement in joint space at his or her own pace while still requiring the patient to actively complete the movement. This system provides guiding joint-space walls to keep the subject close to the ideal joint-space path and holds the subject’s arm at the current point in the trajectory if they stop actively producing the required inter-joint coordination.

II. TIFT CONTROLLER FOR REHABILITATION

Three functional tasks: 1) putting an object on a shelf, 2) pouring from a pitcher and 3) sorting objects into bins, were developed for therapeutic use with the ARMin III robot. The combination of the ARMin III and HandsOME devices implemented in the shelf task can be seen in Figure 1a as well as the virtual interface that was used during training in Figure 1b. Compensation for the robot’s weight, viscous friction, and static friction were implemented to decrease the impedance of the robot in all modes according to previously reported methods [23].

The shelf task focuses on correcting the abnormal coordination patterns in the shoulder elevation and elbow extension movement due to the associated abnormal muscle synergy. The path utilized for the shelf task is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a shows the path of the shoulder and the elbow separately with a line indicating the location of the joints at 27% completion as shown in Figure 1. Figure 2b shows the linear coordination pattern of the elbow and shoulder through the movement, again with a marker denoting 27% completion. The subject starts in the lower right corner, moves up to the left to place the object on the shelf and then back along the same path line to the original position to complete the movement.

The TIFT modality ensures that the subject remains on this coordination pattern shown in Figure 2 by implementing joint space walls within a set dead-band around the path and only allowing progression if the arm joints are properly coordinated. If the subject is moving both joints in the proper direction to complete the path, they will not feel any resistance from the robot. However, if the subject attempts an incorrect movement pattern (ie: shoulder elevation with elbow flexion), the robot will prevent movement through the path until there is proper coordination of the two joints. The robot applies haptic walls that are exponentially related to each individual joint’s error from its ideal position. The ideal joint position is determined by the percentage complete of the task as shown in Figure 2a. The joint with the minimum amount of progression through the path determines the current percentage complete of the task. This prevents abnormal compensation patterns and helps break through abnormal synergies. The system also prevents backward movement and will hold the subject in place if they need to rest due to fatigue. Further details on the TIFT modality implementation can be found in a previous paper [24].

Two different TIFT settings were used for the task training. In the shelf task the deadband was set to zero so that any joint space error caused the robot to provide exponential walls that pushed the subject back toward the path. The sorting and pouring tasks were implemented with a 2° deadband at each joint.

A visual interface for therapy was projected in front of the subject to assist with the completion of the movement as shown in Figure 2.
in Figure 1b. The visual interface displays the desired movement of the arm with color-coded arrows placed on the appropriate joints of the avatar. The joint’s arrow is green when the subject is properly rotating that joint and red if that joint is limiting the motion. If the subject properly coordinates their arm during the movement, the arrows will remain green throughout the movement. The subject is told to “move in the direction of the red arrow to make it green” in order to complete the task. Subjects were provided with additional feedback about the number of repetitions performed and the percent complete of the task. Audio feedback was provided to indicate that the subject had reached the endpoints of the task. An important part of therapeutic intervention is ensuring that the tasks are challenging but doable. Difficulty of the TIFT tasks can be adjusted through changes in range of motion, the addition of human arm weight compensation, and addition of assistive torque at the most difficult joint. The mode can also be switched into single joint control for specific focus on target muscles if needed, where the robot will move the other joints through the path utilizing a PD position controller according to the movement of the single controlling joint.

The subjects are able to use real or virtual objects during training. This allows for progression in type of objects that are grasped to practice grip strength and grasp modulation during arm movements.

The general method used for administering robotic therapy was as follows. An evaluation was done at the beginning of each task, where the robot was set to the highest range of motion (ie highest shelf height or sorting distance) without any added assistance to the TIFT program (ie no subject arm weight compensation or assistive torques). The subject was then told to make three attempts at the path. If the subject completed only one or none, arm gravity compensation was added until the subject could comfortably train at that task. If 100% arm weight compensation did not allow for task completion, then the range of motion would be reduced. In the pouring task, a constant joint torque assistance was provided to aid in completion since arm weight effects were minimal in that movement pattern. If the subject was able to complete the task three times consistently with relative ease (within approximately 30 seconds) then arm weight compensation was reduced until the task was at a sufficiently difficult level to challenge the subject.

The most problematic joint in the movement can be determined through examination of the feedback avatar. Through this examination the most challenging joints for individual subjects can be determined and focused on, such as a subject’s limitation in the pouring task being inability to supinate the wrist.

III. THERAPY REHABILITATION

Therapy was overseen by a trained physical therapist to ensure proper fit in the robot, but a technician administered all robotic therapy. Our subject, a 47-year old, right-handed woman with left hemiparesis, was 6 years post stroke at the start of the trial. The subject showed a generally positive outlook with the self-administered SF-36 [25] survey giving a 100 in General Health, Social Function, and Pain, despite a reported 25 in Physical Function. The subject showed relatively good range of motion of the shoulder but was very limited in wrist motion and finger extension. Elbow extension was also difficult. Before therapy clinical analysis showed a Fugl-Meyer [26] score of 22 and an Action Research Arm Test (ARAT) [27] score of 21.

For evaluation the stroke subject was moved through the path once by the robot and then asked to move through the path with the TIFT controller three times before changes were made to the program in accordance with the therapy guidelines. No additional assistance was provided in these evaluation trials, and all training data presented in the paper is taken from these evaluation movements, where the focus was solely on arm movement and not grasp. After evaluation each task was trained for approximately 15 minutes with 5 minutes of games (ball and labyrinth games reported in Staubli et al [28] with minor changes), played between task training to break up the training. The remaining time was spent on the functional tasks of the subject’s choosing. Task training included the grasp of real objects during the sorting task and occasionally during the shelf task. In later training sessions the subject would grab various objects off a table and move them between locations unassisted during the sorting task. This helped the subject to learn to coordinate arm speed and hand aperture in the task. Objects varied in size, weight, and fragility to help train the needed changes in movement to the object as well as proper grasp strength control.

IV. ARMIN TRAINING RESULTS

The subject showed progress in learning the proper joint coordination across the training sessions as examined through the evaluations done at the beginning of each task training session (Fig. 3). Smaller joint errors indicate less reliance on the guiding walls and improved coordination. Clear reductions in joint error and movement time were present in the sorting task. Joint error in the shelf task was relatively small across training due to the lack of deadband in this task, and thus a trend in joint error is not visible across training, although self selected movement time did decrease across training as shown in Figure 3. The pouring task was difficult for the subject and in some training sessions could not be completed without assistance from the robot. As a result, only the 7th and 8th training day’s data are included in Figure 3. Assistance for the pouring task during training was provided as a constant continuous torque at the lagging joint, which for our subject was wrist supination-pronation. Focused intervention with assisting supination torque allowed the subject to progress to completion of the pouring task later in the training.

During training, the subject completed many sorting tasks with real objects of many different shapes, sizes, and fragility. The subject practiced controlling the arm motion to an object, grasp of the object, and moving the object to the other side of the table. The average number of grasp movements practiced was approximately 110 per session for the last four training sessions and about 55 per session for the first four training sessions where the main focus was on the shoulder movement during the sorting task.
Kinematic and clinical measures analysis was done before and after therapeutic intervention. Clinical evaluation post training showed an overall three point increase in the Fugl Meyer score from 22 to 25 and a decrease in the ARAT score of two points from 21 to 19. The decrease in the ARAT score was in the grasp and grip sections of the test. In the flexor synergy section of the Fugl-Meyer improvements were seen in shoulder retraction (1 to 2) and external rotation (0 to 1). Improvements were also seen in volitional movement of shoulder flexion (1 to 2) and forearm supination-pronation (0 to 1). In the hand, mass flexion ability increased (1 to 2) as did grasp A (distal finger grasp, 0 to 1), while cylindrical grasp ability decreased (1 to 0). The reflexes in biceps and finger flexors could not be elicited at post training, resulting in a 2 point decrease in the reflex section.

Kinematic analysis was performed with the Motion Monitor miniBirds system to access changes in movement ability. The start and end position of each movement was always the same and a strap was used to prevent compensation through trunk movement during reaching movements but was removed for object manipulation tasks. The subject was asked to perform two self-paced reaches toward an out of reach target that required shoulder elevation and elbow extension. Both pre and post analysis of hand position showed a relatively straight movement of the hand through the reaching pattern as shown in Figure 4a. The range of motion of the hand remained relatively similar with a max increase of only 5.0 cm vertically and 3.2 cm laterally after training. A linear fit of the horizontal vs. vertical hand movement provided an $R^2=0.89$ before training and $R^2=0.96$ after training, implying some increase in linearity of the movement. However, although end point position data did not produce large changes, Figure 4b shows a dramatic change in inter-joint coordination of the shoulder elevation and elbow extension during the reaching movement. The instability of movement at the elbow before therapeutic intervention can be seen from the large variability from a linear path with a $R^2=0.68$ before training, which improved to $R^2=0.88$ after training. This increase in $R^2$ value implies an increase in movement smoothness and arm joint coordination during the reaching movement.

The most extended coordinated posture in the pre-training reaching trial was 105° of elevation at the shoulder and 27.75° at the elbow, where 0° is full elbow extension. After training, the position was 109° at the shoulder and 9.83° at the elbow showing a definitive increase in coordinated shoulder elevation and elbow extension after training. The average increase in
elbow extension angle between the two sessions was 17.5° while the maximum shoulder elevation angle was relatively consistent between sessions. Self-selected outward reaching movement time decreased from an average of 4.82s to 3.59s. A paired T-test showed that this change was not statistically significant (p=0.37). Mean peak velocity was slightly reduced between sessions from 12 mm/s to 10 mm/s. However, this change was also not statistically significant (p=0.24).

The subject showed a dramatic increase in supination range of motion at the wrist, which, as noted in the pouring task training analysis, was very difficult before therapeutic intervention. In attempting to move her arm to lift a water bottle on the table, the subject had very little volitional wrist supination-pronation prior to intervention with a recorded average range of motion of 22.8°± 3.38°. After intervention range of motion was increased to 60.7°± 4.24°. The subject remained unable to grasp the water bottle or a bolt nut in kinematic analysis after training. Index finger-thumb aperture in combined kinematic analysis of attempts to lift a water bottle and a bolt nut off the table was only 1.93 cm before training and 3.06 cm in post training analysis with a standard deviation of 1 cm for both sessions.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The TIFT method of training for rehabilitation has shown generally positive results in a single stroke subject trial. In training, the subject showed decreasing reliance on the TIFT walls as well as faster self paced movements through the task implying that the tasks became easier. In kinematic analysis the subject showed a dramatic increase in smooth coordination in the side reaching task as well as an increase elbow extension and supination range of motion. This is fairly consistent with the gains in the Fugl-Meyer test, where improvements were seen in shoulder retraction, external rotation, shoulder flexion, and supination-pronation. There was some concern that the subject might develop abnormal movement timing due to the time independent training. However, the general reduction in self-selected movement time in training and reaching movements as well as the similar peak velocities in pre and post training kinematic reach implies that abnormal timing strategies were not adopted from training.

It is unfortunate that gains were not seen in functional grasp as she was unable to lift objects in the kinematic analysis and in fact showed a decrease in ARAT score in grasp and grip. Although grasp was not a main goal of the therapeutic intervention, as joint coordination was, it was expected that the training with the HandSOME device would elicit some improvements in grasp control outside of the robot as it did inside the robot. While there were some improvements in mass flexion and distal finger grasp ability on the Fugl-Meyer scale, it was clear that finger extension did not improve with training. It is possible that the number of grasping movements (660 total) was simply not sufficient to improve finger extension ability outside of the device. Another possibility is that the hand training changed the resting posture of the subject’s hand, leading to decreased effectiveness in the compensation methods used during performance of the ARAT. General increase in flexor tone may have also played a role in the ARAT. Subject tone was highly variable during training sessions and the number of elastic cords used with the HandSOME device occasionally had to be changed in the middle of task training to adequately compensate for finger flexor hypertonia.

We argue that the decrease in flexor reflex score on the Fugl-Meyer from 2 to 0 after training is unlikely to be a negative sign. This chronic subject had good volitional control of biceps and finger flexors, and generally showed no decreased on the performance-based sections of the Fugl-Meyer related to these muscle groups. In fact the inability to elicit reflexes in the flexors may be a sign of decreased hypertonia.

Further testing with other stroke subjects of varying levels of impairment will help expand this research and show if this modality will be helpful for improving ability in activities of daily living.
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